
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 94, iss. 3, pp. 230 { 233 c 2011 August 10Detecting non-Abelian statistics of Majorana fermionsin quantum nanowire networksZ.-Y.XueLaboratory of Quantum Information Technology, School of Physics and Telecommunication Engineering,South China Normal University, Guangzhou 510006, ChinaSubmitted 17 June 2011We propose a scheme in semiconducting quantum nanowires structure to demonstrate the non-Abelian sta-tistics for Majorana fermions in terms of braid group. The Majorana fermions are localized at the endpoints ofsemiconducting wires, which are deposited on an s-wave superconductor. The non-Abelian nature of Majoranafermion is manifested by the fact that the output of the di�erent applied orders of two operations, constructedby the braid group elements, are di�erent. In particular, the di�erence can be unambiguously imprinted onthe quantum states of a superconducting ux qubit.Quantum statistics is a fundamental concept inphysics which distinguishes fermions from bosons inthree dimensions. For quasi-particles live in two di-mensions, they may have two di�erent classes of exoticstatistics: Abelian or non-Abelian statistics. When oneparticle is exchanged in a counterclockwise manner withthe nearest particle, the relation between the initial wavefunction  (ri; rj) with the �nal wave function  0(ri; rj)is given by  0(ri; rj) =Mij (ri; rj), where ri is the po-sition of the particle i. The particles are called Abeliananyons [1] with the statistics angle � if Mij = exp(i�)where � is not zero or � (� = 0 and � correspond tobosons and fermions, respectively). Furthermore, Mijcan be the elements of a braid group, where two ele-mentsMij andMi0j0 may even be non-commutative, andquasi-particles with such features are called non-Abeliananyons [2].Potential host systems for the exotic non-Abelian sta-tistics including the � = 5=2 quantum Hall state [3, 4],chiral p-wave superconductors [5], topological insulatorsuperconductor [6] and semiconductor-superconductorstructures [7{9]. With the potential applications in topo-logical quantum computation, Majorana fermions (MF)with non-Abelian statistics have attracted strong re-newed interests. MF are a kind of self-conjugate quasi-particles induced from a vortex excitation in px + ipysuperconductor. However, due to the instability of the p-wave superconducting states, its implementation still re-mains an experimental challenge. Therefore, setups withs-wave superconductor proximity e�ect [6{9], which ismore stable, is more preferred. In principle, they shouldallow robust topological superconducting phase withoutunrealistic experimental conditions. More recently, itis recognized that topologically protected states may bemost easily engineered in 1D-semiconducting wires de-posited on an s-wave superconductor [10{12]: the end-

points of such wires support localized zero-energy MF.This setup provides the �rst realistic experimental set-ting for Kitaev's 1D topological superconducting state[13]: MF can be created, transported, fused and braidedby applying locally tunable gates to the wire. However,detecting MF in such setup is a challenge task becausethey hold neutral charge. Recently, it has been shownthat combine two MF into a single Dirac fermion al-lows the neutral quasi-particles to be probed with chargetransport [14{17]. But, they su�er from the same im-pediment: Abrikosov vortices are so massive objectsthat behave classically. Fortunately, alternatives usingJosephson vortices are proposed by introducing a con-trollable superconducting ux qubit [18{20], which en-able one to detect unambiguously the states of MF inthis 1D-scenario.Recently, Zhu et al. [21] proposed a scheme to di-rectly test the quantum statistics of the braid group forMF in cold atoms scenario. Con�rming this aspect ofMF is not only of signi�cant important in its own, butalso the crucial and �rst step towards the realization oftopological quantum computation. However, simulateexotic statistics of MF in a macroscopic material is an-other story. Here, we propose such an alternative schemeto detect the non-Abelian statistics of the MF in termsof braid group in semiconducting quantum nanowiresstructure. The non-Abelian nature is manifested by thefact that the output of the di�erent applied orders oftwo operations are di�erent, which is di�erent form pre-vious schemes based on charge transport [14{18]. Theoperations are constructed by the braid group elementsof MF. Furthermore, the two di�erent �nal states canbe distinguished by measuring the states of MF by thesuperconducting ux qubit.The setup we consider is shown in Fig. 1, which isa spin-orbit coupled semiconducting wire deposited on230 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2011
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Superconducting ux qubit with twoJosephson junctions (pink) and an enclosing magnetic ux�x. MF (black) are induced at the interface between atopologically trivial (blue) and a topologically nontrivial(red) section of an quantum nanowire. Gate electrodes(not shown) can be used to move the MF along the wirean s-wave superconductor. Applying a magnetic �eldperpendicular to the superconductor surface, the Hamil-tonian describing such a wire is [10]H=Z � yx�� ~2@2x2m � ��i~uê � �@x + VB�z� x ++ (j�jei' #x "x + h:c:)�dx; (1)where  �x corresponds to electrons with spin �, e�ec-tive mass m, and chemical potential �; the third termdenotes spin-orbit coupling with u the strength, and� = (�x; �y; �z) is the vector of Pauli matrices; thefourth term represents the energy shift due to the mag-netic �eld; and the terms in the second line are the spin-singlet pairing from the s-wave superconductor via prox-imity e�ect.In the setup, the magnetic �eld is weak, and thesuperconductor of the ux qubit is the conventional s-wave superconductor. The interplay of Zeeman e�ect,spin-orbit coupling, and the proximity to an s-wave su-perconductor drive the wire into a chiral p-wave su-perconducting state [10{12], providing that the wire islong compared to the superconducting coherence length(� ' 40nm for the superconducting substrate being Nb).Speci�cally, when j�j < jVBj, � lies inside of the zero-mode energy gap, the wire is in the Kitaev's topologicalphase [13], which supports Majorana modes; otherwisethe system is an ordinary superconductor (topologicaltrivial). The zero-mode excitation gap and � depen-dence is [12] E0 = ���jVBj �pj�j2 + �2���. For j�j < �c == pV 2B � j�j2 the topological phase with end Majo-ranas emerges, or a topologically trivial phase. Thus,

applying a gate voltage uniformly deleted allows one tocreate or remove the MF. To avoid gap closure, A \key-board" of local tunable gate electrodes to the wire [12]is used to control whether a region of the wire is topo-logical or not. For InAs quantum narowire, assumingjVBj � 2j�j and ~u � 0:1 eV�A, the gap for a 0.1�m widegate is of order 1K [12]. It is note that heavy-elementwires and/or narrower gates could generate even largergaps. Therefore, MF are induced at the interface be-tween topologically trivial and nontrivial sections of thequantum nanowire.For a pair of MF, they can be combined to form acomplex fermionic states c = 2 + i1, which can beoccupied j1i or unoccupied j0i, di�er in fermion par-ity, and therefore 2-fold degenerated. A winding of oneMF around another is associated with a unitary trans-formation in the subspace of degenerated ground states.For 2N MF, such unitary transformations form a setnamed braid group, which is generated by elementaryinterchanges of neighboring MF [22].For our purpose to verify the no-Abelian nature ofMF, four MF is enough. They combine into two complexfermions c1 and c2 and the ground state has degeneracyfour, but the Hamiltonian (1) conserves parity of thefermion number, and the even-number subspace is de-coupled from the odd-number subspace. At low temper-ature (signi�cantly below the zero-mode gap), the initialstate is typically a vacuum state j0i, and in the even-number subspace fj0ij0i; j1ij1ig, only two of the threegenerators are independent:�1 = �3 = 1p2  1� i 00 1 + i ! ; (2)�2 = 1p2  1 �i�i 1 ! : (3)From these, two composite braiding operations [21]A = �1�2��11 ; B = ��11 �2��11 (4)can be constructed with the property AB = i�z , BA == �i�x, i.e., AB 6= BA, manifested the non-Abeliannature of MF, where �i and ��1i denote cunter-clockwiseand clockwise interchange of MF i and i + 1, respec-tively. Speci�cally, with the initial state j0ij0i, AB andBA yield two orthogonal output states j0ij0i and j1ij1i,respectively. We on purposely chose the two outputsto be orthogonal with each other so that the di�erencebetween the two can be detected unambiguously.However, to implement braiding of MF in a 1D-structure is impossible. Therefore, in order to exchange�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2011



232 Z.-Y.Xuethe MF for braiding operations, one can use a secondwire to form a T -junction or more e�ciently with the\railroad track" geometry [12]. The two red sections inFig. 1 is tune into the topological phase while the bluesections are not. In this way, we induce two pairs ofMF with the left pair (labeled as 1 and 2) residents inthe superconducting island of the ux qubit; the rightpair of MF is labeled as 3 and 4. Another wire, per-pendicular to the wire holds MF, is introduced to enableinterchange of neighboring MF. In our setup, to demon-strate the non-Abelian nature of MF, i.e., to implementbraiding operations in Eq. (4), we need to counterclock-wise interchange of MF 1, 2 and 2, 3 for �1 and �2,respectively. Counterclockwise interchange of MF canbe achieved along the line as proposed in Ref. [12]. Forexample, �1 can be implemented as following: trans-ports MF 1 downward by driving the vertical wire intoa topological phase; transports MF 2 leftward in a sim-ilar fashion; and �nally transports MF 1 up and to theright. Similarly, ��11 can be implemented as following:transports MF 2 downward, transports MF 1 rightwardand �nally transports MF 2 up and to the left.We now turn to detect the two orthogonal outputstates j0iLj0iR and j1iLj1iR. As the output states ofthe two pairs of MF are the same, detecting one of themcan then ful�l the purpose of distinguishing the outputstates. The two states j0i and j1i are distinguished bythe parity of the number np of particles in the island.Therefore, they can be distinguished by np. As j0iLj0iRand j1iLj1iR have the same parity, we need to removeone pair of MF out of the measurement circle, otherwisethey will also contribute to the measurement results andmake the detection impossible. Without loss of general-ity, we choose to detect the left pair of MF (MF 1 and2) while move MF 3 and 4 along the wire out of the uxqubit circuit, as shown in Fig. 1, by local tunable gates.Note that the wire is not interrupted by the junctionsproviding that the junctions' thickness is much smallerthan �.To measure the parity of np, we make use of thesuppression of macroscopic quantum tunneling by theAharonov-Casher e�ect [23]: a vortex encircling a super-conducting island picks up a phase increment � = �q=edetermined by the total charge q coupled capacitivelyto the superconductor. For our case, the two Josephsonjunctions have the same Josephson coupling energy EJ .The ux � in the qubit is related to the phase di�erencesacross the junctions, '1 and '2, by 2��=�0 = '1 + '2;the phase � = ('1 � '2)=2 is conjugate to the numberof excess Cooper pairs of the superconducting island as[�; n] = i. The potential energy is plotted in Fig. 2 for theexternal magnetic �x = �0=2 and EJ = 0:507�20=(2L)
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Φ/Φ0Fig. 2. Potential of the symmetric superconducting uxqubit with �x = �0=2 and EJ = 0:507�20=(2L). The en-ergy minima are connected by two tunneling paths indi-cated by the red arrowswith L being the inductance of the ux qubit, which isstrictly periodic in the � direction. Therefore, neighbor-ing minima are always separated by �� = �� (as indi-cated by red arrows in Fig. 2), i.e., the energy minimaare connected by two tunneling paths with same ampli-tude, which amounts to the circulation of a Josephsonvortex around the superconducting island. The interfer-ence produces an oscillatory tunnel splitting of the twolevels of the ux qubit� = �0 cos (�=2) ; (5)where �0 is the tunnel splitting associated with one path.Therefore, if q is an odd (even) multiple of the electroncharge e, the two tunneling paths interfere destructively(constructive), so the tunnel splitting is minimum (max-imal).As we only need to distinguish maximal from mini-mal tunnel splitting, the ux qubit does not need to havea large quality factor. In addition, �0 ' 100�eV ' 1Kfor parameters in typical experiments of ux qubits [23],which should be readily observable by microwave ab-sorption. To make sure the total charge is solely comesfrom j1iL, one would �rst calibrate the charge on thegate capacitor to zero, by maximizing the tunnel split-ting in the absence of vortices in the island. Meanwhile,the read-out is nondestructive, which is necessary forthe realization of a two-qubit CNOT gate [18]. More-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2011
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